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Summer Learning 6th Grade - Week 1 (L.6.4)

Directions: Read the question. Fill in the bubble next to the corresponding
question number on your answer sheet. 

  
Sample Question Sample Answer Sheet

Sample Item Not Available

 
1. A B C D

2. A B C D

3. A B C D

4. A B C D

5. A B C D



For Questions 1 - 5:
 

Betty's Baboon
  

                           Betty bought a beautiful baby
baboon

  At a Botswanian Baby Baboon
Store.

  Betty named her bitty baboon
Bengal

  Because his bizarre bellow was
like a roar.

   

  5   Betty gave her baboon Brazilian
bananas,

  And soon he boldly begged for
another.

  Begrudgingly, Betty buckled and
gave in,

  And her bossy baboon had
become a bother.

   

  Bengal begged for butter with
his bananas,

 10 And Betty became befuddled
and questioned,

  Why would a baboon want
butter with bananas?

  Are they bland and boring, or
maybe it’s for digestion?

   

  Bravely, Bengal asked for more
butter and bananas

  And for some baker’s brown
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Belgian sugar.
 15 “Oh my!” Betty belted, and then

began to boast and brag.
  "My baboon named Bengal is

better than any cougar.”
   

  Betty was boisterous and
started to boldly broadcast,

  “Bengal is brilliant and has
baked me a banana soufflé.”

  Beaming with bouncy pride,
Bengal was full of bliss,

 20 And he braggingly blurted out
to her… touché!

 

1 What is the meaning of the word begrudgingly in line 7,
"Begrudgingly, Betty buckled and gave in"?
 
A delighted or contented

B gave in or conceded reluctantly

C surprisingly or suddenly

D without judging or not concluding
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2  

In line 10, "And Betty became befuddled and questioned," which
does the word befuddled mean?
 
A angry

B confused

C exhausted

D tickled

3  

Based upon the context clues, what does souffle mean?
 
A dessert

B drawing

C poem

D scarf
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4 What is the meaning of the word touche as it is used in the last
sentence of the poem, "And he braggingly blurted out to her...
touche!"?
 
A acknowledgement of success

B a term of endearment

C It tastes wonderful.

D Here we go again.

5 Which context clue helps the reader determine the meaning of
the word beltedin line 15?
 
A "begin to boast and brag"

B "Oh my!"

C "brown Belgian sugar"

D "better than any cougar"
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For Questions 6 - 9:
 

Rock, Paper, Scissors

1. “Ching, Chong, Cha!”

2. “Pierre, Papier, Ciseaux!”

3. “Rock, Paper, Scissors!”

4. While acknowledging that “Rock, Paper, Scissors” (RPS) has been
called a child’s game over the course of time, it is not simply a game
of luck or chance. This game has often been used to decide the
outcome of small matters between two or more people. The exact
time, place, and inventor of the game are unknown, but there are a
number of theories as to the origin of RPS. Some historians claim
the earliest known written record of the game is around 200 BC in
Japan, where the game is called Jan-Ken. From there, numerous
theories exist boasting how this game became so popular. There is
the Asian theory, the African theory, the European theory, and the
Chinese theory – each incorporating cultural differences and aspects
that make it hard to decide which one is the “right” one. One belief
is that the game was introduced in Europe in the mid-1700s and is
associated with Jean Baptiste Donatien de Vimeur, Comte de
Rochambeau. Yes, that name is familiar to our national history since
he is the French general who was sent to command an army in
support of George Washington during the American Revolution. This
link explains why this game of chance is sometimes called
rochambeau, or more commonly, roshambo.

5. The rules of the game are quite simple:

1. Each player shakes a fist a number of times. This is called
priming. This phase is critically important. If at any time the
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players are not in synch with their primes, then play must be
stopped and restarted. The transition between priming and the
next step is called the approach. Players must reveal their
chosen throw before reaching the 90-degree mark. Any throw
delivered past this point must be considered a Rock since this is
the position the hand is in when reaching the 90-degree mark.

Prime: Approach:

 

2. Next, each player throws or delivers one of three symbols.
Having players deliver their throws at the same time is critical to
ensuring a fair match.

Rock is displayed as a fist.
Paper is shown as a hand out flat.
Scissors is portrayed with the index and middle fingers
extended.

Rock: Paper: Scissors:

 

3. The outcome is dependent upon the hierarchy of the symbols:

Paper wins against rock because paper covers rock.
Rock wins against scissors because rock crushes or dulls
scissors.
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Scissors win against paper because scissors cut paper.

 

6. If each player makes the same throw, the round is a stalemate and
must be replayed.

7. From a mathematical viewpoint, the best strategy is to play
randomly. However, it is widely known that people are terrible at
trying to be random. When attempting to play randomly, most
players become predictable.

8. According to expert players, there are a couple of tricks that you can
use to tip the winning balance in your favor. All of these techniques
involve keeping track of previous throws and anticipating future
throws.

1. Look for patterns – like the frequency of throws being repeated
or efforts to mix up the throws or the choices made when the
player is winning or losing.

2. Boys tend to begin with Rock because it represents them as
being strong and forceful like a rock. Take an easy first win by
playing Paper.

3. Throw Scissors first if you think your opponent will not play Rock
to avoid the obvious first move. You will either win over Paper
or stalemate the round.

4. It is common to throw the same symbol twice. When this
happens, ensure yourself a win or a stalemate in the next game
by choosing the winner of the remaining two. Because people
do not like being predictable, they naturally go against using the
same throw three times in row.

5. Announce your throw and then actually throw it. Normally, your
opponents will not believe you, leading them away from
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throwing out the one that would beat it. This generally gives you
a win or a stalemate.

6. Play the throw that would have lost to your opponent’s last
throw. Many players subconsciously deliver the throw that beat
their last one. This is especially useful after a stalemate or
following your opponent’s last loss.

7. When talking to your opponent, keep mentioning a certain
throw. Surprisingly, that is the throw that will constantly
resurface because of the strength of the subconscious mind.

8. Statistics show that scissors are the least often thrown at
29.6%. Hoping the odds are in your favor, paper will give you a
slight edge.

 

9. Although RPS has been labeled as a child’s game, it is truly a game
of skill. To join the ranks of RPS winners, avoid making mindless or
random choices. Instead, make choices based on observations of
patterns and psychological factors that become the real opponents
in this simplest of games!
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6 In rule 3, which word means the same as outcome?
 
A exit

B game

C result

D winner

7 In the last paragraph, what does mindless mean?
 
A wise

B senseless

C sharp

D reasonable
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8 What is the meaning of the word "priming" in this passage?
 
A pumping the fist a number of times

B applying a first coat of paint

C a material used to ignite a charge

D preparing or getting ready

9 What is the meaning of the word "stalemate" in the passage?
 
A to bring to a standstill

B a situation in which no player wins

C making headway on a throw

D a standoff that eventually ends
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For Questions 10 - 13:
 

“The Lazy Horse”
 by Jane Taylor

  
 A horse, long used to bit and bridle1.

 But always much inclined to idle,
 Had often wished that he was able

 To steal unnoticed from the stable.
  

5 He panted from his inmost soul
 To be at nobody’s control—

 Go his own pace, slower or faster—
 In short, do nothing for his master.

  
But yet he’d ne’er have got at large.

10 If Jack, who had him in his charge,
 Had not, as many have before,

 Forgot to shut the stable door.
  

Dobbin, with expectation swelling,
 Now rose to quit his pleasant dwelling,

15 But first peeped out with cautious fear
 To examine if the coast were clear.

  
At length he ventured from his station,

 And with extreme self–approbation2,
 As if delivered from a load,

20 He galloped to the public road.
  

And then, unchecked by bit or rein,
 He sauntered down a grassy lane;

 And neighed forth many a cheerful song,
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In triumph, as he passed along.
  

25 But when the night began to appear,
 In vain he sought some shelter near;
 For well he knew he could not bear

 To sleep out in the open air.
  

The earth was damp, the grass felt raw,
30 Much colder than his master’s straw;

 Yet on it he was forced to stretch,
 A poor, cold, melancholy wretch.

  
As soon as day began to dawn,

 Dobbin with long and weary yawn,
35 Arose from his dull, sleepless night,

 But in low spirits and bad plight.
  

“If this,” thought he, “is all I get,
 A bed unwholesome, cold and wet;

 And thus forlorn about to roam,
40 I think I’d better be at home.”

  
’Twas long before Dobbin could decide

 Between his wishes and his pride,
 Whether to live in all this danger,

 Or go back sneaking to his manger.
  

45 At last his struggling pride gave way;
 The thought of savory oats and hay

 To hungry stomach was a reason
 Unanswerable at this season.

  
So off he set with look profound,

50 Right glad that he was homeward bound;
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And trotting fast as he was able,
 Soon gained once more his master’s stable.

  
Now Dobbin, after this disaster,

 Never again forsook his master.
55 Convinced he’d better let him mount,

 Than travel on his own account.
  

“The Lazy Horse” by Jane Taylor from Poems My Children Love Best of
All. Copyright 1917 by Lloyd Adams Noble.

  
1bit and bridle—harness for a horse’s head and mouth; used for steering

 2self-approbation—self-approval
10 Based on the context of line 21, what is the meaning of

sauntered in line 22? 
 
A to walk in a relaxed manner

B to move slowly and carefully

C to dash and sprint in a nervous way

D to jump away from something
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11 Which two phrases from the poem provide an understanding of
the word melancholy in line 32? 
 
A “…night began to appear,” (line 25)

B “…with long and weary yawn,” (line 34)

C “…in low spirits…” (line 36)

D “…before Dobbin could decide” (line 41)

E “…in all this danger,” (line 43)
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12 Based on the context of lines 25-36, what do the phrases “in low
spirits” and “bad plight” in line 36 tell the reader about how
Dobbin feels?
 
A Dobbin is anxious. 

B Dobbin is in danger. 

C Dobbin is in pain.

D Dobbin is upset. 
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13 Read lines 53-56.

Now Dobbin, after this disaster,
 Never again forsook his master.
 Convinced he’d better let him mount,

 Than travel on his own account.

What is the meaning of the word forsook as it is used in line
54? 
 
A abandoned; left

B angered; annoyed

C recognized; understood

D thanked; credited
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For Questions 14 - 15:
 

“Grandmother of American Dollar Discovered”
 adapted from The Day Book 

1. The grandmother of the dollar mark has been discovered!

2. A scientist, a professor of mathematics, Professor Florian Cajori,
dean of the school of engineers of Colorado College, is the
discoverer. After working on the problem for years, he recently
announced his discovery in Popular Science Monthly.

3. It is well known that the word "dollar" itself was a corruption of the
old German word thaller  or thaler. It came to America with the
Spanish, and really took the place of "pieces of eight" in common
speech as it was easier to say. Then suddenly, just about the time of
the outbreak of the revolutionary war, the "dollar sign" appeared.

4. The first men who used it doubtless knew where it came from, but
the knowledge was soon forgotten. For a century its origin has been
a mystery.

5. It is the general impression that the "$" is simply the letter "U"
combined with the letter "S" from the initials "U. S." for United
States. As a matter of fact, the mark came into being before there
was any such thing as the United States.

6. As Professor Cajori informs us, the dollar mark is the lineal
descendant of the Spanish abbreviation, "Ps" for "pesos," or Spanish
dollars. It came into being as a result of the business dealings
constantly in progress between Spanish-Americans and English-
Americans, during the days before the revolution. The earliest
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known use of it was in 1775, but it was seldom used until after
1800.

7. George Rogers Clark, one of the great men of the early days of the
republic, received a letter from a correspondent in New Orleans in
1778 that gives the very first authentic record of it that is still in
existence. But it had been used occasionally since then. Robert
Morris used the mark in a letter, but his mark had but one line
running through the "S," which was the first form of the mark.

8. It came about this way—the "p" to abbreviate "pesos" was made
with a long stroke carried upward, and the small “s” made at the
top. It was but an easy thing for a careless writer to twine the "s"
around the "p," and there is your dollar mark. When the “S” became
large, and the top loop of the “p” was lost, and the top of it turned
into a “U,” the dollar mark as we know it was complete. Later the
“U” became two straight strokes, and now is often written with a
single stroke.

Article published February 1, 1913, in Chicago, Illinois.
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14  

Part A

What does the phrase came into being mean in paragraph 6?
 
A was changed considerably

B was first developed

C was quickly forgotten

D was widely utilized
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15 Part B

Which phrase from the text helps the reader understand the
meaning of came into being?
 
A "as a result of"

B "business dealings"

C "constantly in progress"

D "during the days before"
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